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Recent Developments
CINEMATIC SEX AND CENSORSHIP IN INDIAN FILM
Cinematic kissing has always been taboo in Indian film. This tradition
reflects, at least in part, the historic censorship of even mild displays
of affection from the screen. At the same time, in the typical Hindi
family film, women are often the victim of violent rape. This paradoxical treatment of sexual relations in popular Indian cinema might
be traced both to mythical and historical images relating to sexuality
and the role of the female in traditional Indian culture. Many critics,
however, believe the perplexing dichotomy between the absence of
kissing and the prevalence of rape to be the result of the skewed
application of censorship laws, rather than the underlying attitudes
toward gender and sexuality. The ever-increasing presence of cinematic
rape in general-audience films has recently caused the head of India's
film censorship board, Mr. B.P. Singhal, to advocate reforms in censorship after more than forty years without any effective change in
these cinematic traditions.
This Recent Development examines the increasing presence of cinematic rape in general-audience Indian films and discusses the potential
cultural origins of the cinematic portrait of Indian women as chaste
subordinates to men and as frequent subjects of violence. To account
for this trend, this Recent Development outlines the legal guidelines
governing Indian film censorship, and in particular the guidelines
regulating sexuality. From this vantage point, the use of various
suggestive cinematic techniques, including the regular portrayal of
rape, may be seen as attempts by directors to circumvent government
censure of kissing and other intimate relations on-screen. Finally, this
Recent Development will identify other methods by which undesirable
sexual stereotypes are expressed in Indian film and prospects for change
through the reform of Indian censorship laws.
India is the largest film producer in the world, 1 generating close to
900 films annually, the majority of them in the Hindi language. This2
is twice as many films as are produced in the United States each year.
1. Rose Rouse, Hooray for Bollywood: Rose Rouse on a Day in the Life of Bombay's Film City,
Dec. 16, 1990. In 1989 India ranked third after the United States and
Japan in terms of the cumulative total of films produced but has led the world in annual film
output since 1976. Khalid Mohamed, Close-up on Indian Cinema, UNESCO COURIER, Feb. 1989,
at 12.
2. Rouse, supra note 1.
THE INDEPENDENT,
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Indian films have a special structure, essentially composed of a pastiche
of genres mixed into a three-hour song-and-dance extravaganza, somewhat reminiscent of the Hollywood musical of the 1940s and intended
for the whole family. 3 For over forty years, Hindi-language movies
have contained the same strange combination of "plastic," dream-like
plots. 4 The vastness of the popular film industry has a profound impact
of Indian society. Film has the power to override the hierarchies of
Indian culture and imprint a vision of society that is accessible to all
languages, castes, religions, and regions. 5 In addition, Hindi films are
particularly important because India has a thriving export industry,
6
and its films are viewed around the world.
7
The Indian government certifies a substantial number of films
for general-audience viewing, labeling them "U" for "Univer3. Pico Iyer, a journalist and travel writer who has spent an extensive amount of time
traveling in South Asia and observing Indian films, writes:
Every movie becomes a mulligatawny stew in which all genres are thrown together to make
what is known as a masala (mixed spice) movie. So too, the sound track of every film is a
catholic cacophony of bouzouki tunes, Motown choruses, ancient ragas, rock chords, classical
music from the East and West and anything else that may stir up excitement. Novelty and
surprise are no more prized in the Indian film industry than in litanies or hymns. Formula
is content.
PICO IYER, VIDEO NIGHT IN KATHMANDU AND OTHER REPORTS FROM THE NOT-SO-FAR-

EAST 247 (1988). Other noted film critics, Erik Barnow and S. Krishnaswamy label the Hindi
film as "a star, six songs and three dances," connoting a ritualistic, formulaic plot. ERIK BARNOW
& S. KRIsHNssw
y, INDIAN FILM 155 (1980).
4. A typical Hindi film has been described as:
an all purpose dream engine delivering a gaudy three hour extravaganza packed with
romance, action, fantasy and music. No movie is complete unless it has a bewildering
mixture of narrow escapes, mistaken identities, dream sequences, slapstick comedy, starcrossed lovers, violent brawling, sadistic black clad villains and elaborate song and dance
production numbers.
S. Weisman, Despite Slapstick and Wet Sari Scenes, Indian Film Indstry is Losing Some Steam, N.Y.
TzmEs, Aug. 14, 1988. Furthermore, each director "tries to repeat the same formula of songs,
dances, cabarets, exposure of the female anatomy to the limits permissible by the censors, double
meaning dialogues, occasional stunts, a chase and a rape-in well calculated proportions." B.K.
Nair, At What Price Entertainment, in FiLm MscELLtAY 61, 62 (1976).
5. As Sudir Kakar, an authority on Indian sexuality, describes the influence of Indian cinema
on the population:
The appeal of the film is directed to an audience so diverse that it transcends social and
spatial categories. Watched by almost 15 million people, every day, popular cinema's values
and language have long since crossed urban boundaries to enter folk culture of the rural
based population ....
SUDIR KAKAR, INTIMATE RELATIONS-EXPLORING INDIAN SEXUALUTY 26 (1990).

6. Hindi films are exported to more than 100 countries. This includes countries as diverse
as the Soviet Union, Peru, Fiji, and Greece. Pico Iyer comments, "By now, the Hindi cinema
hafs] penetrated every level of society, from critics to laymen, in First World and Third." IYER,
supra note 3, at 246.
7. Unlike countries like the U.S., that permit self-regulation of the film industry, the Indian
government, through the Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC), regulates its film production through pre-release censorship. In K.A. Abbas v. Union of India, 1971 (2) SCJ 242,
the Indian Supreme Court decided that pre-censorship is permitted under article 19(2) of the
Indian Constitution, which allows the Indian Parliament to enact "reasonable restrictions" on
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sal" exhibition. Currently, eighty percent of Hindi films receive this
universal rating. 9 Many film critics and politicians are skeptical of this
high percentage and argue that "a majority of films that are passed
today for universal exhibition should have been given an 'Adults Only'
certificate." 10 This call for a more restrictive rating is largely due to
the frequent depiction of female rape in "U"-rated films."
I. RAPE IN THE CINEMA
Beginning in the 1970s, directors have increasingly included an
attempted or actual rape scene in their "U"-rated films. As Aruna
Vasudev, a renowned commentator, notes, "the boy-meets-girl song
and dance sequences [are] giving way to rape, assault and various
forms of sexual vulgarity."' 2 Bikram Singh, another prominent Indian
movie critic and former head of India's Central Board of Film Certification describes a typical rape scene in a Hindi film:
The actress is disrobed or stripped as she is chased from room to
room by the villain. Actual sex or flil nudity is never shown,
but the audience knows what is going on, with screams from the
woman and the camera focusing on torn bits of dress and leering
thugs. 13
Although the actual attack does not occur on-screen, Indian film
directors, in efforts to circumvent the censors, use symbolic imagery
that has a strong emotional impact on the audience. Essentially, each
director has developed his own technique for symbolizing rape:
the freedom of speech and expression "in the interests of the security of the state, friendly

relations with foreign states, public order and decency or morality . . . ." Thus, cinematic
censorship has an explicit constitutional foundation. See BARNow & KRiSHNASWAMY, supra note
3, at 216.

8. A "Universal" rating would be equivalent to a "G" rating in the U.S.
9. By comparison, in the U.S. only 40% of films receive a universal rating, and in the U.K.

only 209o receive a similar rating. William Hazlitt, Censorship Revisited, 1(4) CINEMA IN INDIA
34, 36 (1987).
10. Id. Hazlitt also refers to "the tricky question of interpretation of guidelines, which is a

matter of great confusion for CFBC members and great heartburn for producers." Id.
11. Rouse, supra note 1. One popular male Indian film star, Ranjeet, has played over 350

rape scenes during his 19-year career. Anita Pratap, Rape in the Indian Cinema, AusTRALIAN
TIME, July 9, 1990, at 58, 58. Pratap also explained that the central point of her magazine

article was to criticize the fact
"that mainstream, family entertainment Indian films must
necessarily include a rape scene." Anita Pratap, letter to the author (Jan. 9, 1991).
12. ARUNA VASUDEY, LIBERTY AND LICENCE IN THE INDIAN CINEMA, at viii (1978).

Another writer, Ismat Chugtai, states emphatically: "In every film, there are fights galore and
so are rapes. All the films teach how to rape and how to get raped." Ismat Chugrai, Women in
Oar Films, in INDIAN CINEMA -THE NEXT DECADE 32, 33 (Gopal Dart ed. 1984).
13. Bikram Singh, as quoted in Sanjay Hazorika, India's Top CensorSays Films Must Be Cleaner,
N.Y. TumFs, Jan. 3, 1991, at C18, col. 5.
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[Ilt is conveyed that the villain has performed a successful rape
on the heroine after twisting and turning the scantily clad woman
to give the audience the full impression and impact of her curves,
hips and thighs. Bimal Roy used to convey a rape scene with
thunder and a shriek, Hrishkesh Mukherjee with shooting stars,
Rajendra1 4 Singh Bedi with rolling lamp and Prasad with torn
clothes.
Recently, films have updated their rape scenarios so that female
victims take revenge on their attackers. Such heroines are referred to
as "female vigilantes" and are supposed to represent modern women
capable of countering male violence. Despite the seemingly more
constructive approach to the problem of sexual violence against
women, these films contain rape scenes remarkably similar to those
appearing in earlier movies. In a recent film, Zakhmi Aurat (Wounded
Woman), the female victim, Kiran, is brutally gang-raped. During
her attack, the director presents a recurring image of her jeans hanging
from a ceiling fan. The use of the jeans (attire traditionally reserved
for the Indian male) as the central symbol of the violent rape merely
emphasizes and exaggerates the brutal nature of Kiran's attack. Kiran,
who is a police inspector, eventually dons her uniform and tracks down
her assailants. Her police uniform, motorcycle, and gun all become
overt representations of masculine culture. Thus, the rape focuses on
"a woman daring to flaunt male attire for which she is traumatically
punished." 15
Another supposedly "modern" film, Insaaf ka Tarazu (Scales of
Justice), focuses on the rape of a beautiful and successful model. When
the heroine brings her rapist into court, she is chastised by her parents
for exposing her "shame" to the public. Furthermore, at the conclusion
of the film, the model's fianc6 reaffirms his intentions to marry her
despite the attack. In response she tells him, "I am soiled," and leaves
him. Such events reinforce traditional stereotypes concerning woman's
14.

MADAUN GAUR, THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN (AN INTIMATE STUDY o

THE INDIAN

FiLM INDusTRY) 203 (1973). Sudir Kakar, in her recent book on Indian sexuality, also analyzes

the use of symbolism in the portrayal of rape. Kakar describes rape scenes where:
[V]illains, mustachioed or stubble chinned roll their eyes and stalk their female prey around

locked rooms with deep throated growls of gloating, lasciviously muttering a variant of
"Ha! You cannot escape now," they make sharp lunges to rear off the heroine's clothes and
each time come away with one more piece of her apparel. The heroine, on the other hand,
retreats in terror, her arms folded across her breasts to protect her disheveled modesty;
pleading all the while to be spared from the face worse than death.
KAKAR, supra note 5, at 33-34. See also Chugtai, supra note 12, at 33. Chugai mentions the
general tendency to include the ripping and tearing of a woman's clothes.
15. M. Ran, Victims in Vigilante Clothing, 2(4) CINEMA ININDIA 24, 25 (Dec. 1988). Other
examples of the stereotyped treatment of rape in Zakhmi Aurat is the introduction into evidence
of "an obscure clipping from a tabloid -that

a woman is capable of rape," which the judge

accepts "as irrefutable evidence of Kiran's lust." Id.
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blameworthiness for rape. 16 Even so-called alternative films that have
been critically acclaimed in India for their more realistic depiction of
Indian society have similarly been faulted for their inclusion of rape
scenes or other violence against women. 17
There is much disagreement about the reason for the almost customary inclusion of rape as a major ingredient in Hindi film. Indian
film producers claim that this practice is merely a response to audience
demand. 18 And film-makers have argued the artistic merit of such
footage. Shreeram Bohra, in defense of his Zakhmi Aurat, the 1987
film packed with rape and violence, remarked that his film "is not
violence but valour." 19 A contrary explanation for the cinematic rape
phenomenon is that the Central Board of Film Certification (CFBC)
has so heavily restricted normal displays of romance and sexuality, that
Hindi films instead contain excessive violence. Rape thus becomes a
violent representation or substitute for other sexual relations between
men and women.

II. WOMEN IN INDIA-THE "DEVI" MODEL
The recurring presence of rape in Indian film is a consequence of
both Indian cultural norms and the policies of the censorship board.
Utpal Bannerjee, a prominent critic, describes the portrayal of men
and women in film as the embodiment of traditional myths and
archetypes. Women in Indian cinema are often stereotyped as onedimensional figures, 20 and the victims of great violence and oppres16. Aruna Vasudev, The Woman: Vamp or Victim, in INDIAN CINEMA SUPERBAzAAR 98,102
(Aruna Vasudev & Philippe Lenglet eds. 1983).
17. Leela Rao, Women in Indian Films: A Paradigm of Continuity and Change, 11(4) MEDIA

CuLTURE AND SOCIETY 443, 453-55 (Oct. 1989). Rao also states:
Most often there is a progressive transformation of the hero into the anti-hero, punctuated

by sadistic violence against women in his life. In Aaz Ki Awaz (Today's Voice) the hero
goes through the excruciating agony of being witness to the inadequacy of law to punish
the rapist of his friend's wife, followed by the rape and whipping of his own sister ....

That the recipient of the whipping is female is incidental to the larger motif of an awakened
masculine positive protective force.
Id. at 455.
18. See Hazorika, supra note 13, at C18, col. 5. See also Utpal Bannerjee, Indian Cinema:
Myths, Archetypes and Cult Figures, in INDIAN FiLMS TODAY: AN ANTHOLOGY Op ARTICLEs ON

INDIAN CINEMA (unpaginated) (1985). Bannerjee comments on the lower classes desire for myth
and archetype to be depicted in modern Indian cinema. Such mythology includes the rape of

women: "Rape is an obviously compelling film image. Whether in rape or in provocative
exhibition of a woman's body, the intention is to provide vicarious satisfaction to the inhibited
males of the audience." Id. Kakar concurs with Bannerjee's assessment of the effect of rape,

"Like folk presentations of the Mahabharata... what is being enjoyed by the audience is the
sado-masochistic fantasy incorporated in the defencelessness and pain of a fear-stricken woman."
KAKAR, supra note 5, at 34.

19. See Hazlitt, supra note 9, at 37.
20. S. Paranjpye, Women in Indian Cinema, 2(1) CINEMA IN INDIA 15, 19 (Jan.-Apr. 1988).
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sion. 2 1 Men, on the other hand, consistently appear as patriarchs or
guardians. Because Indian movies portray the sexes as cardboard cutouts, each film replicates the power imbalance between men and
women.
A static character, the woman in Indian film is generally restricted
to one common mold or archetype. The characteristics of this image
include:
worshipping even an unreasonable husband;
being enjoyed or rejected as a sex object;
procreating to upgrade her social status;
experiencing the stigma of sin and evil that accompanies
widowhood status;
(e) going through the humiliation of dowry; and,
22
(f) being subject to the extreme degradation of rape.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

These archetypes influence the way India's censors and film makers
treat rape and sexual infidelity. 23 Censors are often more lenient with
male infidelity than with female infidelity, granting "U" ratings to
films where men are unfaithful to their wives or lovers. By comparison,
a woman's infidelity (even in the absence of explicit sexual conduct)
is automatic grounds for an "A" (Adults Only) rating.
Even more startling than the double standard for male and female
sexual behavior is the treatment of women who are raped in the course
of a film. Not only are the victims of rape often rejected by their
community, but they constantly reprimand themselves for their ill
fate. 24 Accidental death and suicide are frequent methods of eliminating the traumatized or exploited woman from the screen. 2 ' It seems,
21. "In film after film she has been the victim of every kind of suppression, oppression and
subordination. Surprisingly, though, her victimisation has either been glorified as sacrifice, if
she is the heroine. . . or it has been condemned as 'villainy'. . . ." S.A. Chatterjee, Portrayal
of Womn in Hindi Cinema, 5(1) CiNEMA INDIA INTERNATIONAL 36, 38 (1988).
22. Id.
23. KOBITA SARKAR, YOU CAN'T PLEASE EVERYONE! FILM CENSORSHIP: THE INSIDE STORY
59 (1982).
24. Id.
25. Vasudev, supra note 16, at 101. Vinod Mehta, an outspoken participant in the debate
surrounding Indian film censorship, describes a film entitledJawabin which the raped heroine
commits suicide:
Some years ago I recollect, with painful clarity, seeing a Meena Kumari film called "Jawab."
During the course of the movie Meena is raped . . . . She screams. She struggles. She
fights. But inevitably she is vanquished by the superior strength of her violator. Meena
recovers from the onslaught, weighs up the enormity of her crime and decides to leave the
village quietly to live with her fate. Alas! her "shame" follows her. Finally, just before the
end of the film she jumps off a tall cliff and kills herself; and a character who knows her
past, pronounces: "It is the will of God. She has penanced for her earlier sin."
Vinod Mehta, The Impoeance of a Blue Film Maker, in BAu BREASTS iAN BARE BoTTo?sANATOmy OF FIL CENSORSHw IN INDIA 48, 52 (C.K. Razdan ed. 1975).
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notes, that "[t]he greatest thing a woman can do
as one commentator
26
is to die."
This portrait of the oppressed woman has been traced to the mythical image of woman as a Hindu devi or goddess. 27 Attributable to the
image of the devi is the cinematic portrayal of the female as a chaste
being, devoid of sexuality: "The Indian male pysche is unrelenting in
its insistence on fitting the female within pre-ordained sexual order
that*ferociously exalts the chastity of the female, beyond the shadow
of a doubt ....',28 This preoccupation with the purity of the female
is one source of the self-exile and self-reprobation that female victims
endure in Indian films.
Like the emphasis on chastity, the subsequent punishment has its
origins in myth and tradition. Indian mythology treats women with
a curious mixture of reverence and oppression. In the Hindu epic, the
Ramayana, the goddess Sita exiles herself and also undergoes a fire
ordeal in order to prove her chastity to her husband. 29 Modern analogues of Sita's oppression and ordeal appear on30the Indian screen in
the form of abused or defiled women characters.
26. Chugtai, supra note 12, at 32.
27. The renowned Indian film maker Satyajit Ray examined the destructive and oppressive
image in his film of the same name, made in 1960. The heroine of his movie,
effect of the devi
Doya, is believed to be the incarnation of the Hindu goddess Kali because her father has dreamed
it. As a result, she is deified, and worshipped by her family as an unearthly goddess. She is
locked inside the confines of her house, unable to express herself as a normal wife and woman.
Eventually, Doya/Devi goes mad and dies. In her analysis of the film, Madlm Bhushan remarks:
Ray has rightly pointed out that religion has been one of the major sources for the oppression
of women .... Ultimately, she (the heroine) is not much more than an object controlled
either by her father-in-law or her husband. The only way out for her, the only way she has
to express her womanhood and humanness the film suggests, is through madness or death.
Madhu Bhushan, Images of Women: A Subversiw Strength, 1(1) DEEP Focus 18 (1987).
28. Kishore Valicha, Femininity and the Indian Film, 5(1) CINEMA INDIA INT'L 22, 23 (1988).
Dr. Kishore Valicha outlines the di model as follows:
(1) that devi is an exalted image of female chastity,
(2) that she undergoes humiliation in order to bring about new order through chaos,
(3) that it is her "sons" who must fight for her and hence those who fight for her have
"son-like" qualities, and
(4) that the fight for justice is also a fight fbr the honor of "devi."
Id. The dei also endures suffering and exploitation so that her male relations may rise to defend
her honor, thus reasserting their male dominance. Very often, the sister of the hero is raped,
allowing her brother to rise in revenge and assert his cinematic triumph over evil. Chaterjee,
supra note 21, at 39. In the popular Indian film, "to build up the macho image of the hero,
the heroine must necessarily be secondary to his fight with society, so that the cause appears
worth fighting for. She is also educated and emancipated, but by herself unable to survive social
hostility. So emerged the heroine who was seduced, raped, widowed, in violent action." Rao,
supra note 17, at 454.
29. "The example of Sita, the perfect woman, the perfect wife, acquiescing unquestioningly
to her husband's rejection of her in what is nothing more than an abject surrender to the
prejudice of a male dominated society . . .has been held up as the ideal fbr any woman to
follow." Vasudev, supra note 16, at 98.
30. Bhushan supra note 27, at 18.
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While the depiction of rape against women may have cultural
origins, India's CFBC reinforces the underlying cultural stereotypes
with its frequent use of the "U" certification of films. Rinki Bhattacharya, a female critic, attacks the film industry for perpetuating a
discriminatory ideology. "What matters," states Bhattacharya, "is the
attitudes to these dehumanizing gender issues, like dowry, rape or
plain exploitation or how the cinema is going to help change patriar3
chal values systems." 1
III. THE INDIAN CINEMATOGRAPHIC ACT AND THE
CENSORSHIP OF SEXUALITY
The Indian Cinematographic Act of 195232 was the first major
codification regulating the film industry after Indian independence
from British rule. This act established a national film censorship board,
originally known as the Central Board of Film Censors. In addition
to a chairperson and nine officers, the act also provided for the establishment of regional advisory committees to screen films in various
regional centers throughout the country. Section 5(b)33 of the act sets
forth general principles for certifying films. The underlying rationale
of 5(b) was, essentially, to preserve such interests as the "security of
the State, friendly relations with Foreign States, public order, decency,
or morality . . . .34
In February 1960 the Indian Ministry of Information and Broadcasting established more specific guidelines concerning the censorship
31. Rinki Bhattacharya, Portrayals of Women in Indian Cinema, in INDIAN FIL s TODAY

(unpaginated), supra note 18. Shobhara Bhartia, the president of an Indian women's organization,
addressing the World Congress of Women in Moscow in 1988, echoed this sentiment:
[O]verall, the influence of the cinema on the position of women is decidedly negative. The
run-of-the-mill Hindi film portrays two kinds of women-the vamp and the heroine. The
vamp is the whore, the bad woman whereas the heroine is the doting, unquestioning wife
and mother. If the situation is to change, institutions like the Press and other media must
use their influence affirmatively to project women in a positive light.
Bhartia as quoted in Indian Media Are Slow in Helping Change That Society's Conflicting Views of
Women, MEDIA REPORT TO WOMEN 7 (Mar.-Apr. 1988).
32. The CinematographicAct of 1952 reprintedin The Indian CinematographicCode (Rama Reddi
5th ed. 1983) Cinematographic Laws Research Institute 95 thereinafter "the Act"].
33. § 5(b) Principles for guidance in certifying films:
(1) A film shall not be certified for public exhibition if, in the opinion of the authority
competent to grant the certificate the film in any part of it is against the interests of the
sovereignty or integrity of India, the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign
States, public order, decency, or involves defamation or contempt of court or is likely to
incite the commission of any offense. (Amended by Act. No. 49 of 1981).
(2) Subject to the provisions contained in sub-section (1), Central Government may issue
such directions as it may think fit setting out the principles which shall guide the authority
competent to grant certificates under this Act in sanctioning films for public exhibition.
Id. at 97-98.
34. Id.
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and certification of motion pictures. These rules were promulgated as
the Cinematographic Censorship rules. Under the heading "Application of General Principles," a film was not to be certified for either
restricted or unrestricted viewing if it

deals with the relations between the sexes in such a manner as
to:
(i) lower the sacredness of the institution of marriage;
(ii) suggest that illicit sexual relations are ordinary incidents
of life and not to be reprobated;
(iii) depict(a) rape, premeditated seduction, or criminal assaults on
women;
(b) immoral traffic in women;
(c) soliciting prostitution or procuration;
(d) illicit sexual relations;
(e) excessively passionate love scenes;
(f) indelicate sexual situations;
(g) scenes suggestive of immorality; . . .35
After much scrutiny of the censorship rules during a governmental
review in 1969,36 the Ministry attempted to update its approach to
censorship. In 1978, it produced a revised set of guidelines. 37 Instead
of a formulaic list of rules, the new guidelines reflected a contextual
approach to censorship. The new code instructed the Board of Censors
to ensure that the film be "judged on its entirety" and be "examined
in light of the contemporary standards in the country. '38 With regard
to the depiction of sexuality, the code required the Board to guarantee
that "human sensibilities are not offended by vulgarity, obscenity and
depravity." 39 Further amendments to the Cinematographic Act in 1981
established a permanent Appeals Tribunal for censorship review,
changed the name of the Board to the Central Board of Film Certification, and expanded its membership. But the 1978 guidelines remained in effect.
35. Cinematographic Censorship Rules (as amended from time to time) § 1(c) (1960) reprinted
in Film Censorship in India-A Reference Paper (National Documentation Center on Mass
Communication, 1978), Part V, appendix B.
36. For a review of the recommendations of the Government Inquiry, see MINISTRY OF
INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING, REPORT OF THE ENQUIRY COMMITTEE ON FM CENSORSHIP (1969). This report-also known as the Khosla Committee Report, after its chairman,
G.D. Khosla--stared that "if a theme is narrated with decency and understanding a kiss or the

naked human figure can be shown when the story demands.. .

."

Id. at 7.

37. Revised Censorship Guidelines, reprinted in SARKAt, supra note 23, at 116.

38. Id.
39. Id.
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Both the 1960 and the 1978 codes disapprove of the appearance of
rape in Indian films. Indeed, the written provisions can be construed
to directly forbid the depiction of sexual attacks on women. Such a
prohibition appears explicitly in the 1960 code, while the portion of
the 1978 act that prohibits "vulgarity" and "depravity" should arguably justify the exclusion of all rape scenes in Hindi films. Furthermore, neither set of guidelines contains any express prohibition against
on-screen kissing. 40 In light of these specific directions, the CFBC's
actual implementation and interpretation of the guidelines seems perplexing. While rape has been a recurrent image on the screen, kissing
was not permitted until the mid-1970s. 4 To this day, many censors
remain reluctant to allow kissing in mainstream Hindi movies. 42 As
one critic, B.K. Karanjia, notes, "It]he result is paradoxical that, in
spite of film censorship'in India being about the strictest in the world,
some of our films are more sexually suggestive and more suggestively
vulgar than the films of other countries with more liberal censorship
approaches."

43

In his commentary to the Indian Cinematographic Code, Rama
Reddi remarks that while kissing itself is not explicitly banned, "the
Indian censors have, however, not permitted the kiss even when it is
exchanged in the most chaste manner between a mother and her son
or a father and his daughter."4 Despite such a blanket prohibition,
Reddi believes that the ban has no established legal basis: "No court
of law will hold that the kiss by itself, irrespective of the circumstances
in which it takes place or the individuals between whom it is ex4
changed, is indecent or immoral. " 5

The basis for such censorship is actually a peculiar cultural view of
sexuality that differentiates between kissing in an Indian context and
kissing in films of other cultures. Prior to Indian independence in
1947, when the British government regulated film censorship, kissing
was permissible on the screen. 46 In 1952 the Indian government, with
its first Cinematographic Act, introduced the ban on kissing through
the work of the Censor Board. C.K. Razdan describes this development
as "an exaggerated concern for public morality."47 The ban, which has
lasted for several decades, is viewed by some as an attempt by the
newly independent Indian government to cleanse the country of cor40. KoBrrA SARKAR, INDIAN CINEMA TODAY 62 (1978).
41. Aruna Vasudev, Film Cenrorship, in MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING, A
SYMPOSIUM ON CINEMA IN DEVELOPING COuNTRIEs 72, 74-75 (1979).
42. Sheila Tefft, Lut for Foreign Exchange, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Dec. 2, 1987, at 5, zone C.

43. B.K. KARANjLA, A MANY SPLENDOURED CINEMA 45 (1986).
44. Reddi, supra note 32, at 56.

45. Id.
46. C.K. Razdan, Film nsorship in India, in BARE BREASTS, ipra note 25, at 2. See aso
Reddi, supra note 32, at 56.
47. Reddi, supra note 32, at 56.
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rupt Western influences. Barnow and Krishnaswamy observe that
"[t]he impulse showed itself in a variety of ways, including the determination to enforce stricter decorum of manners and dress. Although kisses, even between Indians had occasionally been permitted
in the 1930s . . . kissing became more strictly taboo after
48
independence."
The notion that kissing is typically an un-Indian phenomenon is
reinforced by the separate standards applied in the censorship of Western films. The Revised Censorship Guidelines of 1978 state that a
film is to be censored "in light of the contemporary standard of the
country and the people to which the film relates." 49 As Reddi notes,
the CFBC has subsequently interpreted this measure to justify applying
different moral standards to foreign and Indian films because Western
audiences supposedly have differing tastes and sensibilities than Indian
50
ones.
Kishore Valicha finds that the suppression of sexuality has its roots
in Indian culture. As he remarks, "The fear of nudity perhaps has its
roots in the Indian family system and values .... The condemnation
of sex within the value of the family system permeates the social order
and penetrates into most art forms. " 51 Women, as the chaste embodiments of a devi, are venerated for their roles as mothers, not as wives
or sexual beings. Essentially, the 1950s notion that certain outward
displays of romantic sexuality are foreign to Indian culture has continued virtually unaltered into the 1990s. Ideas of appropriate standards of behavior-are thus relics of the post-Independence era. In short,
the CFBC has entrenched itself in old and unchanging standards of
morality in a changing Indian society.
Censorship of kissing because it is un-Indian is inconsistent with
India's long tradition of literature and art that celebrates sexuality,
including many ornamental temple sculptures, portraits and the famous Kama Sutra.52 G.D. Khosla, a former Indian Chief Justice and
48. BARNow & KRisHNAswAmy, supra note 3, at 214.
49. Revised Censorship Guidelines, para. 3(), reprintedin SARKAR, supra note 40, at 117.

50.

The censors appear to have felt that essentially the audience of the Indian film differs

substantially from the audience which sees a foreign film ....

While censoring a foreign

film, the members are generally not keeping the Indian standards in view and are passing
foreign films even with highly passionate scenes, on the ground that from Western standards
the scenes are quite natural and relevant to the theme.

Reddi, supra note 32, at 42-43.
51. Kishore Valicha, Sex and the Indian Film, 5(3) CINE.MA INDIA INT'L 19, 24 (1988). See
also Kumar Shahani, Myths for Sale, 30/31 FasAmwoRK 71, 75 (1988).

52. B.K. Karanjia, in a commentary on Indian censorship, mentions Mr. Justice G.D.
Khosla's (fbrmer Chairman of the 1968 Enquiry Committee on Film Censorship) description of

India's rich sexual tradition:
Mr. Justice G.D. Khosla... shows how the poets who composed the hymns of the Vedas
had no hesitation in speaking plainly and unashamedly of the organs of sex and their
functions, nor of physical desire induced by the act of coitus. The completely matter-offact and innocent manner in which the needs and desires of the flesh are narrated as, for
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the former Chairman of the 1968 Enquiry Committee on Film Censorship asked: "In a country . . .where a book on the Kama Sutra
has been written, what will happen if a couple is shown kissing as a
53
mark of love and affection? Surely the Ganga will not be on fire!"
Nevertheless, the original proponents of the censorship guidelines
and modern-day censors alike believe that allowing nudity and kissing
on screen would introduce Indian audiences to undecorous aspects of
Western society. C.K. Razdan suggested that "It]he censors quite
sincerely believe that people, infants and morons that they are, must
never be exposed to the 'dangerous' and 'immoral' ideas of the nonconformist artist." 54 Ironically, the ban on kissing has resulted in a
phenomenon far more objectionable than the expected corruption of
Indian culture it was designed to prevent. The restrictions placed on
many forms of romantic sexuality has led to startling consequences:
the repeated use of violent rape as the symbolic substitute for onscreen affection.
IV. THE HISTORY OF A KISS: FROM SUBTERFUGE TO
SADISM
The CFBC's ban on cinematic kissing has been touted by numerous
critics, politicians, and directors as an example of the Board's overzealous attempt to restrict normal heterosexual relations in Indian
film. 5" Whatever the underlying rationale may be, it is apparent that
instance, in the "Mahabarata" bears testimony to a "guiltless, uninhibited attitude towards
sex." In fact,
our forefathers living in the Vedic and Puranic times did not believe in the
efficacy of censorship as a means of promoting moral values or raising standards of purity,

chastity, and loyalty to one's spouse. "Kama-sutra," considered even in Europe today as a
book unsuitable for young people, was required reading for girls before marriage, with the
approval of their parents.
KARANJiA, supra note 43, at 48.

53. Quotedin T.M. Ramachandran, Film Censorship in India, in 70 YEARS OF INDIAN CINEMA
537, 540 (T.M. Ramachandran ed. 1985).
54. Razdan, supra note 46, at 2.
55. Some critics assert that the ban on kissing helped to maintain a status of subordination
between men and women. As Sarkar comments, to allow women and men to kiss freely would
be to elevate women to the level of sexual equals instead of keeping them as chaste subordinates.
See SARKAR, supra note 40, at 62.
In 1979 Aruna Vasudev described the effect of the first screen kiss in Hindi film:
Very recently a bold censorship decision created a furor. A big glossy, feature film, the
highly publicized "Satiam Shivam Sundaram," actually included a scene showing a couple
kissing. The censors allowed it. Parliament questioned its advisability, the public avidly
discussed it. But it did not lead to a rash of public kissing. However, scared by the uproar,
the Censor Board decided to conduct an opinion poll. The implication was clear. If majority

opinion was against permitting kissing on the screen, the decision would be revoked.
Whether kissing should be permitted or not seems like an absurdly esoteric point for
argument. But it is not as irrelevant as it might appear. The ban on kissing has been the
cause of films of unparalleled vulgarity-titillating and foolish at the same time .
Vasudev, supra note 41, at 74-75.
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a stringent view of sex pervaded censorship during the 1980s. 56 In
various attempts to circumvent the restrictions of the censorship code,
especially with the ban on kissing, film directors have developed a
variety of techniques that unambiguously suggest the occurrence of a
sexual or romantic act on screen.5 7 The implementation of strategies
to skirt censorship, as several critics have noted, has resulted in the
"gradual and covert vulgarization of the female form."' 8
Some of the more common cinematic substitutes for the kiss include
the embraces of objects in place of the lover, suggestive song-anddance routines, and kissing other parts of the body (which is legally
permissible).' 9 The strict rules also precipitate what is perhaps the
most common romantic image in Indian film---of a hero and heroine
running behind a tree or playing hide and seek-consummating their
kiss behind a barrier, hidden from the audience. The audience, of
course, feels the effect of the forbidden kiss, even absent the actual
touching of lips. Another popular strategy to further titillate moviegoers in mainstream Hindi films is the obligatory "wet sari scene."
The famous actor and filmmaker Raj Kapoor sparked this trend during
the 1970s with his depiction of a female drenched by a waterfall. 60
Her wet sari consequently hugged her body, suggestively revealing
every curve.
Journalist Pico Iyer describes the typical Indian "avoid the kiss"
routine:

[T]he hero and the heroine animatedly sucked popsicles inches
from one another's face. When next we saw them, they were
bouncing up and down on a well oiled carousel. As soon as the
lovely nymph lay down, the movie cut to a shot of a panting
man jacking up his car; and whenever the maiden walked around
56. Kobita Sarkar, who was a member of the Calcutta and Bombay Advisory Boards to the

CFBC from 1964 to 1977, has remarked that "Though the Act covered a vast area of objectionables, I discovered very early that we were actually required to exert our vigilance mostly in the

area of sex extended to nudity, and the vaguely obscene, however minor the infractions-while
in a general sort of way taking cognisance of the insufferably violent." See SARKtLR, rupra note
23, at 20. Film critic Hazlitt adds, "Looking at things in the Indian context, such a hue and

cry is made about sex and nudity in the movies." Hazlitt, supra note 9, at 39.
57. Valicha, supra note 51, at 23.

58. Id. See also BAsuow & KRIsHaNAswAMy, supra note 3, at 290; SARKAR, supra note 40, at
63. Sarkar describes the practice of circumvention of the censorship code as a game:

The influence of censorship on the Indian film is disproportionate. The more hoary producers
who are old hands at the game of oneupmanship are the constant despair of the wellintentioned censor. The repeated resort to subterfuge to squeeze past the law has turned

into a game between the censor and the film maker.

Id.
59. SARKAR, supra note 23, at 54-56.

60. Weisman, supra note 4. See also SAKcAtR, supra note 23, at 55-56.
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is filmy), she let her hand fondle
the room (her dress, of course,
61
an erotic sculpture or two.

Never once does the couple kiss on screen. Instead, the game-playing
and sexual imagery is a deliberate attempt to sidestep the strict
censorship laws. This curious marriage of prudery and debauchery is
typical of Indian film.
The symbolic representation of a romantic kiss is perhaps the mildest form of subterfuge practiced by Indian filmmakers. At the other
end of the spectrum lies the portrayal of violent relations between man
and woman, including physical manhandling, beating, and rape. Some
observers suggest that the extreme emphasis on violent sexuality is an
outgrowth of the repression of normal sexual urges on the screen.
Sadism thus becomes a substitute for non-violent forms of behavior.
In her analysis of women in Indian cinema, Rinki Bhattacharya char62
acterizes this phenomenon: "If you can't kiss the heroine, beat her."
Thus, filmmakers create violent fantasies in movies to circumvent the
censorship code and to substitute for the lack of actual sexual contact
63
between women and men.
V. BEYOND CENSORSHIP-OTHER ATTEMPTS TO EVADE
CINEMATOGRAPHIC REGULATION IN THE DEPICTION OF
RAPE AND OBSCENITY
Because the CFBC has been so vigilant in its elimination of mild
sexuality in Hindi films, the film industry and movie financiers have
61. IYER, supra note 3, at 247.
62. She continues:
Is it any wonder, then, that our films are so heavily peppered with sadism? If the hero
can't embrace, kiss or make love in normal fashion to the heroine, but has to resort to
subterfuges like manhandling her (short of rape) and this is not excised, isn't sadism
inevitable? Sometimes, in fact, he indulges in antics that may well stimulate a sexual
psychopath.
Bhattachaya, supra note 31, at 88-89. Kobita Sarkar also notes that "[tihe constant manhandling
of the-heroine by the hero, even, ... whipping her, is because physical intimacy is restricted.
The sadism inflicted by Authority is an insidious reflection of the frustration of Authority itself.
It is for the hero a method of asserting emotional commitment that cannot be satisfactorily
expressed by other methods." SARKAR, rupra note 23, at 80. In 1980 the Working Group on
National Film Policy, a committee commissioned by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, also denounced the presence of sadistic violence in Hindi films. The report recommended
that "a stricter view should be taken regarding the depiction of excessive, sadistic and debasing
violence." MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING, GovaRNmENT OF INDIA, REPORT
OF THE WORKING GROUP ON NATIONAL FILM PoucY 78 (1980). This is one of the few

occasions in which a recommendation mentioned the violent (as opposed to merely the sexual)
aspects of film.
63. Bannerjee, supra note 18 (unpaginated). While the hero engages in sadistic acts with the
heroine, it is the villain who is given greater license to mistreat the female lead physically. The
villain's attempts at rape are more acceptable, to both the CFBC and the audience, because he
is identified as an "evil" character. His lowly and debased status allows the audience to engage
in the vicarious experience of the rape or attack without suffering from feelings of guilt. Valicha,
supra note 28, at 38. See also SARKAR, rupra note 40, at 81.
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resorted to other methods of introducing sexuality into the cinema
beyond the use of symbols mentioned above. The most obvious ex-

ample of disregard of censorship standards is film insertion, whereby
distributors insert either previously censored clips from afilm, illicit
portions of a pornographic movie, or a sex-education film into certified
films." Mr. Singh, the former CFBC chairman, recently stated that
such illegal insertion is difficult to detect because the police give it
6
such a low priority. 5
Another tactic that has annoyed women's rights activists in India
is the blatant emphasis on sex in cinematic advertising, which is not
regulated by the censorship code. Films, including foreign features,
are often billed as provocative sex flicks, even when they do not contain
such sexual content. 66 In response to protests from feminist advocates,
the Indian Parliament has passed legislation outlawing the indecent
depiction of women on movie posters. This legislation, however, does
not bar the mention of sex on posters67 or the inclusion of captions
concerning rape 68 in advertisements. The covert introduction of sex
into movies and advertisements tinges the concept of human sexuality
with an illicit, almost seedy quality. Instead of being a healthy byproduct of popular film, sex has become a commodity of dubious
value.
Over the last few years, the Indian government has also allowed
non-resident Indians-those living overseas-to import foreign films
to India while paying an import tax of $15,000 per film. The majority
of films currently imported under this scheme are soft-core pornIography. The result of this policy has been an influx of foreign exchange
into the government's coffers as well a "steady stream of cinematic sex
that has caught on like wildfire."69 Critics have charged government
stating that censors are less stringent
film censors with corruption,
70
with non-resident imports.
64. Tefft, supra note 42, at 5. See also Redpe for Hot Films, INDIA SPEAKS, Jan. 23, 1990 at
25.'A recent news clip in a regional paper stated:
Not only Allahabad, but a majority of the towns of Uttar Pradesh are flooded with films
so "adult" that they are positively "blue" . . . . This reporter visited a local cinema hall
and saw a film in which a husband is not satisfied by his wife because she is barren and

.... When he meets his sister-in-law in the night to
falls in love with his sister-in-law
express his love, a bedroom scene from a foreign film (a blue film) is shown. Such scenes,
having no connection with the film are reinserted to make it "hotter."
Id.
65. Hazorika, supra note 13, at C-18, col. 5.
66. Tefft, supra note 42, at 5. "Faced with declining attendance and growing financial
pressures, theater managers in many cities use suggestive ads to lure audiences. Films are

portrayed as sex-sizzlers--even if they aren't. One theater billboard announced a movie with
streams of sex amidst reverberating cannons. The film? The Guns of Navarone." Id.
67. Id.
68. Pratap, Rape, supra note 11, at 58.
69. Tefft, supra note 42, at 5.

70. Id.
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VI. PROSPECTS FOR CHANGE IN FILM CENSORSHIP

Although no formal changes have been made to the text of the
censorship laws, the newly appointed Chairman of the CBFC, Bharatendu Singhal, has recently shocked the film industry with a public
announcement of his intention to curtail the portrayal of rape in Indian
cinema. "We will permit the commencement of the assault but the
rest will be left to suggestion," stated Singhal in an interview, "there
will be no more scenes of a girl being molested and partially denuded."7 1 In another interview, Singhal asserted that "the degradation
of women or scenes that give rise to libidinous tendencies should be
banished from films." '72 As a remedy, the chief censor advocated the
3
tightening of existing legal guidelines."
In a recent interview with the author, Mr. Singhal stated that his
primary goals were to "come down heavily on violence that tends to
dehumanize man and brazen scenes of sexual violence." 7 4 Until recently, he explained, "the code was there but it was lukewarmly
enforced."5 Thus, his emphasis has been on a stricter implementation
of the codes rather than a complete transformation of the censorship
system. Mr. Singhal also stated that the curb on violence in rape scenes
had already begun.7 6 An example of this is the public announcement
last May by the Singh government's Information and Broadcasting
Minister, B. Upendra, that censors have been instructed to make
"drastic cuts of vulgar sex and gory violence. " 77 Mr. Singhal also felt
that his public decision to clamp down on violence in films reflected
an outcry by both the Indian Parliament and the public.
One recent legislative reform that the CFBC Chairman indicated as
positively affecting the status of women was an addition to the censorship code in 1989.78 In 1989, the Film Publicity Screening Committee was developed in order to screen publicity material, such as
film reviews and trailers, preventing the indecent exposure of women
on the screen. The spirit of such an act, stated Singhal, "was partic-

71. Hazorika, supra note 13, at C18, col. 5.

72. Interview with Anita Pratap, supra note 11, at 58.
73. Hazorika, supra note 13, at C18, col. 5. Singhal's views have been echoed by other

Indian politicians. In May 1990, Indian Information and Broadcasting Minister, P.
stated at the opening of a South Indian film festival that the "Indian Censor Board
directed to be very strict in checking the increasing menace of violence and sex in
Strict Check on Violence and Sex in Indian Films, Xinhua Gen. Overseas News Serv.,
1990, Item No. 053207 (NEXIS).
74. Telephone interview with Bharatendu Singhal (Feb. 21, 1991).
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. India to Cleanse the World's biggest Film Industry of Sex, Reuters, BC Cycle, May
(NEXIS).
78. ld.

Upendra
had been
cinema."
May 30,

14, 1990
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ularly to conserve the dignity and honor of women." 79 In conjunction
with the scrutiny of film-related promotions, the CFBC has announced
its willingness to refuse approval of movies that use vulgar and sexually
exploitative advertising. s0
Despite Bharatendu Singhal's public protestation of the excessive
presence of violent rape on the Indian screen, the film industry has
managed to preserve the presence of violence against women in Hindi
film. In her assessment of censorship laws, Kobita Sarkar remarks, "If
exposure and other forms of love-making are still viewed with suspicion, the hero will still be encouraged to convey his sentiments
sadistically. Therefore, in the Indian Cinema, censorship can do even
less about sadism, unless censorship itself is reappraised." ' Since the
CFBC guidelines are contextual and basically open to interpretation
by a rotating board of censors, it has been difficult for critics to
develop pragmatic and feasible solutions to the problem of excessive
violence and rape in the cinema. As William Hazlitt comments, "It
is generally agreed that the role of the CFBC is negative at present.
It should ideally give positive directions to the film industry so as to
create a climate where films of better quality are produced. But8 2no
one is quite sure how this ideal state of affairs is to be achieved."
Filmmakers and various feminist groups have been lobbying for
other types of censorship reform. Filmmakers want to switch to a self-3
censorship and rating system comparable to that in the United States,
while women's rights activists would prefer to see a further tightening4
of guidelines, and the complete removal of rape from U-rated films.8
Although the revised 1978 Censorship guidelines established a seemingly contextualized approach to film certification, the CFBC remains
a bastion of ideas and approaches to censorship that originated during
the 1950s. If the censors adhere to outmoded notions of sexuality and
censorship, then Mr. Singhal's proposed reinterpretation of existing
guidelines will not achieve the goal of decreasing the incidence of
cinematic rape. The censor's notions of how to regulate the film
industry are not contained in existing legislation, but exist independently of the written guidelines and contemporary standards. In order
for straightforward displays of sexuality to replace the subterfuge and
sadism of the Hindi cinema, the Indian government must reexamine
its censorship legislation and create new more explicit standards that
will eliminate the present emphasis on rape.
79. Id.
80. India to Cleanse, supra note 77.

81. Sarkar, supra note 40, at 82.
82. Hazlitt, supra note 9, at 40-41.
83. SAUKAR, supra note 23, at 98.

84. India to Cleanse, supra note 77.
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Because movies exert such a powerful influence over the Indian
population, and other populations viewing Indian films, it is extremely
important for both the film industry and the CFBC to portray positive
portraits of women that reflect their true societal status without overly
distorting such images. At present, censorship has created a prevalent
image of women as the constant victims of rape and violence. The
prominence of rape is not counterpoised by cinematic images of women
as romantic partners and equal participants in sexual relations. In
short, rape remains the predominant icon of intimate relations in
Hindi film.
Anita Ramasastry

